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I. Introduction

In Buck v. Bell, the Supreme Court held
by an 8-1 vote that a state’s compulsory
sterilization law for the intellectually disabled
did not violate the Fourteenth Amendment’s
due process or equal protection clauses.1

Writing for the Court, Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Jr. infamously concluded, “Three
generations of imbeciles are enough.”2

Justice Pierce Butler dissented but did not
write an opinion to explain his position.
Rather, the opinion inBuck simply concludes:
“Mr. Justice Butler dissents.”3 The popular
account pins Butler’s position on his affilia-
tion with the Roman Catholic Church,4 but as
one scholar notes, “claiming a religious
motive for Butler’s dissent is mere specula-
tion. He left no opinion, and no other
evidence has surfaced.”5 Butler’s decision
not to write separates Buck from other anti-
canon candidates such as Dred Scott v.
Sandford,6 Plessy v. Ferguson,7 and Kore-
matsu v. United States8—all of which
contained celebrated dissenting opinions

that subsequently helped guide the develop-
ment of law.9

The practice of noting disagreement
without explanation is puzzling in part
because the value of disagreement on a
collegial court comes from among other
factors the beneficial effects of generating
written explanations. As Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg once wrote, separate opinions
“may provoke clarifications, refinements,
[and] modifications in the court’s opin-
ions.”10 Justice Antonin Scalia echoed this
point, emphasizing that a “dissent or
concurrence puts [an] opinion to the test,
providing a direct confrontation of the best
arguments on both sides of the disputed
points.”11 In the longer term, Chief Justice
Charles Evans Hughes famously remarked,
“A dissent in a court of last resort is an
appeal to the brooding spirit of the law, to
the intelligence of a future day, when a later
decision may possibly correct the error into
which the dissenting judge believes the court
to have betrayed.”12
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Aside from improving the quality of
judicial decision-making and potentially
influencing the path of law, separate opinions
may help foster public confidence in the
judiciary and promote institutional legiti-
macy. Justice Antonin Scalia once suggested,
for example, that separate opinions help
demonstrate that legal conclusions are the
“product of independent and thoughtful
minds.”13 And as Chief Justice Harlan Fiske
Stone once explained, separate opinions
provide “some assurance to counsel and to
the public that decision has not been perfunc-
tory, which is one of the most important
objects of opinion writing.”14 More sharply,
Justice William J. Brennan referred to the
“obligation” of explaining legal conclusions
as “serv[ing] a function within the judicial
process similar to that served by the electoral
processwith regard to the political branches of

government.”15 For these reasons, concur-
rences and dissentswithout opinion have been
described as “serv[ing] no useful purpose in
the development of . . . jurisprudence, since
[they provide] no indication of wherein the
disagreement lies.”16

Others, however, have indicated that the
practice of noting disagreement may have
salutary effects. Judge Richard Posner, who
refers to noting as a “nonreasoned” opinion,
“used to think that the only possible explana-
tion for the nonreasoned separate opinion
besides sheer laziness was the pressure that
caseload growth was exerting on the time of
federal judges,” but “c[a]me to realize that
there are other, more edifying explanations
for this form of opinion: the maintenance of
collegiality and the promotion of legal
certainty.”17 While acknowledging that rea-
son giving promotes core democratic values,

During his time on the Court, Justice William O. Douglas’s decision-making in tax cases showed an increasing

tendency to merely note dissent or explain his position in perfunctory fashion. Some scholars have speculated

that this behavior could be explained by his disdain for the IRS and tax code. Douglas is pictured here with his

son, Bill Jr., at the time of his appointment to the Court in 1939.
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Mathilde Cohen emphasizes some of the
costs associated with the practice, including
entrenching public disagreement and eroding
legitimacy, hampering collegiality, curbing
the cognitive costs associated with motivated
reasoning, and managing caseload pres-
sures.18 Of course, the costs and benefits of
noting disagreement may vary across levels
of the judicial hierarchy and by other
institutional circumstances such as panel size.

Few scholars have thoroughly examined
the practice of noting disagreement on any
court. The first systematic study chronicled
Justice William O. Douglas’s decision-mak-
ing in tax cases, highlighting an increasing
tendency during his time on the Court to
merely note dissent in these cases, explain his
position in perfunctory fashion, or refuse to
acknowledge well-settled jurisprudential
principles in the field.19 The authors of that
study speculated that his behavior in tax cases
could be explained by his disdain for the IRS
and tax code.20 With respect to noting dissent
in particular, a practice that is difficult to
explain by definition, the authors concluded
that Justice Douglas “fail[ed his] . . . duties to
the Court, to the parties before him, and to all
who look for understanding to SupremeCourt
opinions, whether majority, concurring or
dissenting.”21

A more recent study attempts to under-
stand why Justices sometimes silently concur
in a majority opinion without explaining the
nature of their disagreement.22 To solve the
inherent difficulty of understanding why
Justices sometimes merely note their dis-
agreement, this study utilizes private memo-
randa exchanged between Justices on the
Burger Court to uncover the motivations
behind noting concurrence. Not surprisingly,
these archival records suggest that Justices
sometimes settle for noting their disagree-
ment due to time pressures and the perception
that certain cases are not sufficiently impor-
tant to warrant reasoned explanation for
disagreeing with the majority position. How-
ever, there is also evidence that decisions to

note are driven by a desire to maintain voting
consistency across cases or withhold support
for disfavored precedents discussed in major-
ity opinions. Justices also sometimes resort to
noting due to uncertainty or ambivalence
about proper dispositions or as a result of
bargaining failures over opinion language
and scope.

To what extent have Supreme Court
Justices noted their disagreement by concur-
ring or dissenting without opinion? Little is
known about the use of this opinion delivery
practice over time. In this article, we recover
the lost history of noting disagreement by
manually reviewing every Supreme Court
decision from 1791 through O.T. 2014 to
compile instances of Justices concurring or
dissentingwithout opinion. The resulting data
offers new insight into an important but
largely forgotten opinion delivery practice.
We find that noting disagreement has been a
common practice throughout much of the
Court’s existence, though of course it is
relatively uncommon in contemporary
times.23 Furthermore, contrary to the some-
what popular association of the practice with
Justice Douglas, we demonstrate that a
majority of the Court’s Justices noted their
disagreement at one time or another, with two
surpassing Douglas in use and others coming
close. In addition to presenting original data
concerning the practice of noting disagree-
ment, we offer a detailed historical narrative
exploring the types of cases in which this
practice can be found over time, shifting
norms concerning the provision of written
opinions, and the influence of institutional
changes on proclivities to concur or dissent
silently.

This project contributes to several im-
portant literatures. As an initial matter, it
contributes to the literature on opinion
delivery practices by supplying the first
comprehensive history of Justices noting
disagreement, and demonstrating that the
use of this form has been common throughout
much of the Court’s history.24 Furthermore, it
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contributes to the literature on changing
norms concerning separate opinion writing
over time.25 In particular, this project em-
phasizes the regular use of an intermediate
practice between silently acquiescing to
majority positions, which characterized dis-
agreement during the Court’s earlier years, to
the proliferation of written concurrences and
dissents in the modern era.26 Our empirical
approach also contributes to a growing body
of quantitative historical research using
comprehensive data collection efforts to
gain leverage over important questions con-
cerning American legal history.27

This article proceeds as follows. In Part
II, we begin by laying out a conception of
noting disagreement that distinguishes it
from what we call “perfunctory opinions,”
which provide at least some explanation to
accompany a concurring or dissenting posi-
tion. Next, we explain how we compiled
comprehensive data on Justices noting
disagreement over time. We then explore
several attributes of the data, including
overall trends in use and Justice-level break-
downs. In Part III, we use case law to develop
a rich historical narrative explaining the
practice’s origins in the Supreme Court, the
types of cases in which Justices noted
disagreement over time, shifting norms
concerning the practice, and the impact of
institutional changes in areas such as juris-
diction and opinion assignment on tenden-
cies to note concurrence or dissent without
explanation. Part IV concludes.

II. Quantifying Concurrences and

Dissents without Opinion

A. Defining Noted Disagreement

As an initial matter, it is important to be
conceptually clear about what constitutes
noting disagreement. The core of our classi-
fication rule emphasizes instances where
Justices indicate their concurrence or dissent
without explaining the nature of their

disagreement.28 Since our classification rule
emphasizes a complete lack of explanation,
we exclude two intermediate practices be-
tween noting and writing separately that are
conceptually distinct and would otherwise
inflate our numbers if counted. First, we
exclude what might be called “perfunctory”
concurrences and dissents, where Justices
provide a cursory explanation of their posi-
tion or at least an indication of where one
might look for an explanation.29 Perfunctory
opinions indicate, for example, that a concur-
ring or dissenting position rests on reasons
explained in the lower court’s opinion or in a
different but related Supreme Court case.30

Second, we exclude noted concurrences and
dissents in cases where it is clear from an
opinion that an explanation for a minority
position is provided in a separate case.31

Relatedly, we also exclude noted concur-
rences and dissents in cases that point to a
different case with a complete explanation of
the majority position where the noters in the
second case also noted in the first.32 In
addition to providing a conservative estimate
of the phenomenon of interest, these classifi-
cation rules are consistent with the existing
literature on separate opinion writing on the
Supreme Court by counting each concurring
or dissenting event only once.

Before discussing our search strategy, it
is important to review one possible source of
existing information on noted concurrences
and dissents. Albert P. Blaustein and Roy M.
Mersky’s book The First One Hundred
Justices includes term-aggregated data on the
number of “concurrences and dissents with-
out opinion” during the Court’s first
100 years.33 Understandably, given the
wording, some have cited these data when
referencing the number of noted concur-
rences or dissents during particular eras.34

However, although Blaustein and Mersky
included noted concurrences and dissents in
this category, these instances were combined
with the far more common practice of
“join[ing] in [a] concurring [or dissenting]
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opinion written by another justice.”35 Since
the authors present only aggregate data, it is
impossible to separate instances of Justices
noting disagreement from joining separate
opinions in their tabulations involving con-
curring and dissenting “without opinion.”

Compiling our own data on noted
concurrences and dissents proved to be a
time-intensive and tedious task. First, we
compiled a list of every Supreme Court
decision from 1791 through O.T. 2014. For
cases decided from 1791 through 2005, we
utilized the list generated by Fowler et al. in
their study of the impact of Supreme Court
precedents over time.36 This list excludes in-
chambers opinions, per curiam decisions in
cases that were not orally argued, and other
orders. Next, we updated this list through
O.T. 2014 using the Supreme Court Data-
base.37 These steps yielded a total of 27,394
Supreme Court decisions made throughout its
history. To locate instances of Justices
concurring or dissenting without opinion,
we manually reviewed each opinion.

B. The Cases

Our search yielded a total of 553 cases
(two percent) in which at least one Justice
noted concurrence, and 1,225 cases (four
percent) in which at least one Justice noted
dissent. The average number of cases per year
with at least one noted concurrence during
this period was about three, with a range from
zero to twenty; the average number of cases
per year with at least one noted dissent during
this period was six, with a range from zero to
thirty-seven.38 The average percentage of
cases with at least one noted concurrence
during this period was two percent, with a
range from zero to thirteen percent; the
average number of cases with at least one
noted dissent during this period was four
percent, with a range from zero to twenty-six
percent.39

Figure 1 displays trends in noted con-
currences and dissents over time. The first
panel plots the number of cases each year
with noted concurrences (dashed line) and
dissents (solid line) throughout the Supreme

Figure 1. Noted Disagreement over Time.
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Court’s history. The second panel adjusts for
varying caseloads over time by plotting the
percentage of cases each year with noted
concurrences (dashed line) and dissents
(solid line). Looking at the caseload-adjusted
second panel, it is clear that the peak period
for noted dissents came during Chief Justice
Roger B. Taney’s tenure, with subsequent
high points during the Fuller, White, and
Vinson eras before quickly dissipating,
beginning with Warren. For noted concur-
rences, the peak period came during Chief
Justice Stone’s tenure. While the use of noted
dissents outpaced the use of noted concur-
rences for most of the Court’s history, the
Burger Court marked the point at which noted
concurrences became more common. By the
mid-1990s, the practice of noting disagree-
ment had all but been eliminated.

The aggregate case statistics only
partially convey the prevalence of noted
disagreement throughout the Court’s his-
tory. Overall, the 1,778 cases that yielded a
noted concurrence or dissent during this
period produced 2,661 votes without expla-
nation—676 concurring votes and 1,985
dissenting votes. The number of votes to
note is higher than the number of cases
because it was not uncommon for more than
one Justice to note in a single case.40

Interestingly, in cases with noted dissent it
was more common for two Justices to note
than one. Overall, seventy-seven percent of
cases with noted concurrence included one
Justice noting while only thirty-eight
percent of cases with noted dissent included
one Justice noting.

Thenumber of votes to note exceeding the
number of cases with notes indicates that this
practice was not merely reserved for instances
where a Justice held a singular viewpoint—a
common explanation for decisions to silently
acquiesce.41 Relatedly, it was not uncommon
for Justices to note their disagreement in cases
where at least one Justice wrote a separate
opinion concurring or dissenting. Overall,
about twenty-three percent of the cases that

included noted disagreement had at least one
separate opinion. This suggests that Justices
differed considerably over whether it was
worth the effort to write separately in
particular cases.

C. The Justices

We now examine which Justices com-
monly noted their disagreement. Perhaps
because of Wolfman et al.’s study of Justice
Douglas dissenting without opinion in tax
cases, the practice is sometimes associated
with him in particular. Justice Ginsburg, for
example, once cited the Wolfman et al. study
“[f]or consideration of the unusual practice of
Justice Douglas, who sometimes dissented
without stating his reasons in federal tax
cases.”42 As is no doubt clear from the data
we have already presented, however, the
practice of noting disagreement persisted
throughout much of the Court’s history.
Indeed, we uncovered noted concurrences
or dissents by eighty-eight of the Court’s 112
Justices (seventy-nine percent) serving dur-
ing the sample period. Although length of
service may be one predictor of frequency,
those who noted the most are a diverse group
that varies considerably in terms of disposi-
tion and reputation.

Figure 2 displays dot plots of the top-
twenty Justices in termsof the number of noted
concurrences and dissents (though in the case
of concurrences there are twenty-one listed
Justices because of a tie between Owen J.
Roberts and Thurgood Marshall at number
twenty). Overall, while the perception that
Justice Douglas frequently noted disagree-
ment is borne out by the data (though his
concurrences and dissents without opinion
were not reserved solely for tax cases), he
comes in with only the third most instances of
noted disagreement behind Justices John
Marshall Harlan I and Hugo L. Black.
Between the latter two, Justice Black easily
issued the most noted concurrences in the
Court’s history while Harlan I edged out
Joseph McKenna for the most noted dissents.
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Justices who were in the top-twenty for
noting concurrences but not noting dissents
include Harry Blackmun, Warren Burger,
Felix Frankfurter, John Marshall Harlan II,
Thurgood Marshall, and Wiley Rutledge.
Justices who were in the top-twenty for
noting dissents but not noting concurrences
include Joseph Bradley, John H. Clarke,
Stephen Field, Melville W. Fuller, Robert
Grier, Samuel F. Miller, Rufus Peckham, and
Willis Van Devanter. While several Justices
appear on both top-twenty lists, there is a
clear sorting by period for many Justices who
appear on one but not the other, with later-
serving Justices compiling numerous noted
concurrences and earlier-serving Justices
being more likely to compile noted dissents.
Overall, the lists are notable for their diversity
both in terms of era and reputation.43 While
noting disagreement has sometimes been
associated with “sheer laziness,”44 several
of the Court’s most well-respected Justices
appear on these lists. Moreover, it is notable
that both of the Court’s “great dissenters”

(Justices Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., and
JohnMarshall Harlan I) were among the most
frequent to note dissent.

III. A Historical Narrative

A. Beginnings, 1806-1839

The first issuance of a noted concurrence
or dissent seems to have occurred in
Randolph v. Ware, decided in 1806.45 The
case arose after a Virginia tobacco planter’s
uninsured shipment of “50 hogsheads of
tobacco”46 was lost at sea on its way to a
British merchant. The planter sought to
recover from the merchant, arguing the
merchant had a duty to insure and that its
agent had promised to insure the shipment.
Chief Justice Marshall recused himself,
having decided the case below, and as
sometimes occurred in his absence the
remaining Justices delivered the opinion
seriatim.47 Writing separately, Justices Wil-
liam Johnson, Bushrod Washington, and

Figure 2. The Justices.
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William Paterson agreed that the merchant
was not liable because the norm had been for
the merchant to provide insurance only upon
direct request, adding that the agent’s promise
may have bound him to the planter but did not
bind the merchant. The following note
appears after the opinions: “Cushing, J.
concurred.”48 Although Cushing’s reasons
for not writing are unclear, speculation
suggests that he may have still been ill after
missing the previous term in its entirety.49

Cushing may have also battled “mental
decrepitude”50 during these later years of
service, though Justice Johnson’s well-
known posthumous quip to Thomas Jefferson
that “Cushing was incompetent” has been
disputed.51

During the next twenty-three years, there
were noted dissents in five cases and zero
noted concurrences. In 1824, with Chief
Justice Marshall and Justices Washington
and Duvall not sitting, Justice Joseph Story
noted dissent in a case concerning the
appropriate grace period for a promissory
note.52 After Story’s noted dissent, more than
five years passed before the next. In 1829,
Justice Washington died and in 1830 Presi-
dent Andrew Jackson appointed Henry
Baldwin to the Bench. During the next
decade, Justice Baldwin was almost single-
handedly responsible for continuing the
practice of noting disagreement. From 1830
through 1839, Justice Baldwin noted dissent
twenty-four times and noted concurrence
once. Although Justice Thompson joined
Baldwin in noting dissent in one case,53

Baldwin was otherwise the only Justice to
note disagreement during this period. Bald-
win’s mental competence has been widely
questioned,54 with Judge Frank Easterbrook
once referring to him as one “who alternated
between periods of sullen quietude, some-
times delivering oral opinions but refusing to
allow the Reporter to publish them, and
bilious but absurd writings.”55 Indeed, sev-
eral opinions during this time bear the
unusual printer’s note that “the opinion of

Mr. Justice Baldwin was not delivered to the
reporter.”56 In addition to suffering mental
ailments, Baldwin may have been less
inclined than other Justices to abide by the
norm of acquiescence that dominated deci-
sion-making on the Marshall Court.57

B. Institutionalization and Fluctuation,

1840-1941

The institutional practice of noting
disagreement seemed to become entrenched
as a way for Justices to dispose of cases about
midway through Chief Justice Taney’s ten-
ure. By that time, Baldwin had died and the
Marshall era’s norm of consensus had eroded
to a considerable degree. Although opinion
delivery practices changed little during
Taney’s early years, during the middle period
Justices felt increasingly comfortable pub-
licly disagreeing with majority positions.
With Marshall gone, there is evidence “that
Taney-era Justices began to conceive of their
role more as an individual effort and less as
part of a cohesive unit.”58 Recognizing the
increase in dissents and concurrences without
opinion during this period, one commentator
notes that the practice was “useful only as a
way of separating the individual Justice from
the Court.”59 More specifically, the practice
may have been considered a useful interme-
diate way to distance one’s self from the
majority position while building and main-
taining a consistent voting record.60 In
addition, the mid-to late nineteenth century
coincided with the westward expansion of
circuit riding and a burgeoning mandatory
docket.61

An examination of the cases in which
Justices noted disagreement during this
period reveals that the practice was reserved
primarily for relativelymundane disputes that
did not involve constitutional issues.62 In
1849, for example, Justices James Moore
Wayne and Peter Vivian Daniel noted dissent
in a case concerning disputed title to “a tract
of land of about six hundred acres, and
forty-four slaves.”63 Similarly, Justice Nathan
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Clifford noted dissent in a case concerning
disputed title to “certain parcels of land
included in the northeast fractional quarter
of section twenty-one, in township seven
north, of range twenty-two east, in the district
of lands subject to sale at Green Bay, and are
situated in the city of Milwaukee.”64 In 1852,
Justice Robert Cooper Grier noted dissent in a
case determining, among other things,
whether a testator’s contract for land rent
with a provision for transfer with later
payment was an implied revocation of a
devise to the testator’s wife in his will.65

And Justices Catron and Grier noted dissent in
a case involving a contract dispute about
whether commission should be paid by a land
seller to his broker after the broker arranged
sale of a parcel for $5,000 to a buyer that the
seller ultimately refused to execute.66

Although noting in relatively mundane
cases had been the norm since the practice’s
inception, Bradwell v. Illinois is one promi-
nent case decided during this early period that
included a noted dissent.67 In Bradwell, the
Court held that a state law prohibiting women
from practicing law was constitutionally
valid under the Fourteenth Amendment’s
privileges or immunities clause. In addition to
the disposition, the case is remembered in part
because of Justice Bradley’s concurring
opinion, joined by Justices Noah Swayne
and Stephen J. Field, reasoning, “The para-
mount destiny and mission of woman are to
fulfil [sic] the noble and benign offices of wife
andmother.”68 Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase
was the lone dissenter, but merely had the
following stated: “The CHIEF JUSTICE
dissented from the judgment of the court,
and from all the opinions.”69 Although one
might surmise that Chief Justice Chase
considered the case to be controlled by
the dissenting opinion he joined not long
before in Slaughter-House Cases,70 the
conjecture seems somewhat unsatisfactory
as a complete explanation for not writing
given that it was Field’s dissent he had joined
and that Justices Bradley and Swayne had

also dissented in Slaughter-House Cases but
joined the majority disposition in Bradwell
through Field’s concurrence. Chase’s posture
may have also been the result of illness, as
he was suffering from numerous maladies at
the time andwould die later that year.71 In any
event, the case’s salience and unusual coda to
Chase’s notation that he dissented “from all
the opinions”makes this instance particularly
noteworthy.

The second wave of noted disagreements
during this period began around 1890 and
persisted into the 1920s. Although the
introduction of discretionary jurisdiction
and gradual elimination of circuit riding
duties eased workload pressures somewhat
around the turn of the century, the Justices
soon found themselves being consumed by a
growing discretionary docket in the early
years of the twentieth century.72 And while
new Justices occupied the Court, little seemed
to change in the types of cases that were
generating noted concurrences and dissents
during this time. Justices George Shiras,
Rufus W. Peckham, and Edward D. White
noted dissent in a case concerning whether
the Benito Estenger, a ship owned by a
Spanish subject and captured near Cuba
during the Spanish-American war, could be
condemned as lawful enemy prize.73 In a case
described as being “in narrow compass” by
Justice McKenna writing for the Court,
Justice David J. Brewer noted dissent from
a holding that adverse possession of land
under state law prevailed over a claim of right
owing to issuance of a land patent from the
federal government.74 Chief Justice White
and Justices McKenna and James C. McRey-
nolds noted dissent in an opinion affirming an
order compelling a railroad “to stop two
interstate trains, one numbered 17 and
southbound, the other numbered 18 and
northbound, at the City of Meridian, for a
time sufficient to receive and let off passen-
gers.”75 And Justice McReynolds noted
dissent in a case determining that the
Commissioner of Patents could not exclude
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the phrase “Moistair Hearing System” as
descriptive from a trademark described as: “A
design like a seal, comprising the head of an
Indian chief surmounting a scroll bearing his
name, ‘Doe-Wah-Jack,’ and surrounded by a
circle, outside of which appear the words
‘Round Oak’ and ‘Moistair Heating System’

in a circle, and the whole being surrounded by
a wreath of oak leaves.”76

During this second wave of noted
disagreement, there is evidence of institu-
tional dialogue taking place in print concern-
ing the proper circumstances under which
Justices should settle for merely concurring
or dissenting without opinion as opposed to
writing separately. Not surprisingly, case
importance was the primary point of empha-
sis. Of course, invoking issue importance was
common when writing separately during this
period.77 In one constitutional case, for
example, Justice William H. Moody prefaced
a dissent by writing that, while “difference of
opinion may well be left without expression”
under some circumstances, “where the judg-
ment is a judicial condemnation of an act of a
coordinate branch of our government, it is so
grave a step that no member of the court can
escape his own responsibility, or be justified
in suppressing his own views, if unhappily
they have not found expression in those of his
associates.”78 When these defenses of sepa-
rate opinion writing are made in contradis-
tinction to noted disagreement within the
same case, however, it suggests an ongoing
institutional dialogue about the appropriate-
ness of disagreeing with the majority position
while refusing to offer any explanation with
respect to the nature of that disagreement.
And it is no surprise that this type of dialogue
often took place in constitutional cases, which
are regularly thought to be a proxy for case
importance.79

In The Robert W. Parsons, the Court
reviewed a state court judgment construing
the phrase “maritime contract” in a state
statute to exclude work done on a dry dock to
a canal boat used to ship merchandise

intrastate between ports.80 In light of the
state court’s construction, recovery on the
resulting lien could be sought in state court
instead of federal court. The Court reversed
this judgment, holding that it was a maritime
contract. As a result, the state statute was
invalidated to the extent that it suggested
otherwise by construction and any recovery
related to it would have to be sought in federal
court. As a case about the scope of state as
opposed to federal court jurisdiction and
reach of the federal commerce power, the
state court indicated that the issue was “one
which has provoked much discussion, and
one concerning which the state and federal
courts have apparently entertained and ex-
pressed somewhat diverse views.”81 While
Justice Harlan noted dissent, Justice Brewer,
joined by Chief Justice Fuller and Justice
Peckham, began his dissent by stating, “I am
unable to concur in the opinion and judgment
in this case, and deem the matter of sufficient
importance to justify an expression of my
reasons therefor.”82

A similar sentiment is found in Muhlker
v. New York & Harlem Railroad Co., where
the Court reversed a lower court judgment
dismissing an action to enjoin use of an
elevated railroad structure on the street
adjoining the plaintiff’s residence.83 Writing
for himself and three others, JusticeMcKenna
suggested that the resulting diminution in the
quality of light, air, and access to the
residence violated the contracts clause and
constituted a taking without just compensa-
tion. The opinion had important implications
for the tradeoff between private property
rights and state power to promote economic
growth. One contemporary commentator
testified to the case’s importance, referring
to it as “a substantial aid to stability of
contractual obligations and to justice.”84 In
addition to McKenna’s opinion, Justice
Brown noted concurrence and Justice Holmes
wrote for himself and three others in dissent.
Perhaps because the judgment was left in a 4-
1-4 posture, with its attendant uncertainty,85
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Justice Holmes began his dissent by suggest-
ing that, because the case “seems to me to
involve important principles I think it advis-
able to express my disagreement and to give
my reasons for it.”86 While such a preface
was not uncommon during this period,
Holmes’s distinction between the expression
of dissent and giving reasons for it may have
been directed toward Brown, who could have
otherwise written the controlling “narrowest
grounds” opinion.87

While there were more examples of
noted disagreement occurring in constitu-
tional cases during this era, many such cases
were of the mundane variety. This is
undoubtedly a result of the fact that many
of the constitutional cases decided by the
Court during this period reached the agenda
through appeal or writ of error. In the

illustrative Omaechevarria v. Idaho, Justices
Willis Van Devanter and McReynolds noted
dissent to the Court upholding a state statute
that prohibited grazing sheep on public lands
previously occupied by cattle.88 Among other
challenges, a convicted sheep herder argued
that the statute abridged the “Privileges of
citizens of the United States, in so far as it
prohibits the use of the public lands by sheep
owners; and equal protection of the laws, in
that it gives to cattle owners a preference over
sheep owners.”89 The Court concluded that
the law was not “unreasonable or arbitrary”
because “experience shows that sheep do not
require protection against encroachment by
cattle, and that cattle rangers are not likely to
encroach upon ranges previously occupied by
sheep herders.”90 Given the nature of the
underlying dispute, it is unlikely that any

During the Chief-Justiceship of Edward D. White (1910-1925), noted dissents were high. It is not surprising

that Justices Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. (between White and Charles Evans Hughes at John Marshall Harlan’s

funeral in 1911), who dissented frequently, thus is also among the Justices to note dissent most often. Noted

disagreement decreased as a result of eliminating much of the Court’s mandatory jurisdiction in 1925.
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written dissent countering these propositions
would have contributed much to the broader
jurisprudential principles.

The end of this secondwave ismarked by
important institutional changes that may have
dampened the frequency of noting disagree-
ment. As an initial matter, the JudiciaryAct of
1925 eliminated much of the Court’s manda-
tory jurisdiction. The detrimental effect of a
largely mandatory docket on the Court’s
performance during this era is well known.91

It is possible that the occurrence of noted
disagreement decreased as a result of elimi-
nating much of the Court’s mandatory
jurisdiction in 1925, either because the
Justices had more time to write separate
opinions or because the pool of cases changed
such that these notations were increasingly
unnecessary. Although the Justices had been
permitted funds to hire a stenographer for
more than thirty years, Congress first autho-
rized the hiring of a law clerk for each Justice
in 1919.92 The introduction of law clerks may
have decreased the opportunity cost associ-
ated with filing a written dissent. During this
time, the Justices also started the “informal
and occasional” practice of circulating opin-
ion drafts.93 Noting disagreement may have
been more appealing when majority opinions
were simply presented to the Conference
without going through the bargaining and
accommodation process that structures opin-
ion formation today.

A relative period of stasis marked the
interregnum between passage of the 1925
Judges’ Bill and the constitutional revolu-
tion of 1937. There appear to have been two
primary reasons for initiation of the third
wave of regular noted disagreements be-
ginning with cases decided in 1938. First,
Justice Black, who as mentioned earlier
would become the Justice who noted most
frequently, joined the Court in 1938. For
cases decided in 1938 alone, Black regis-
tered ten noted concurrences or dissents.94

Although Black was President Roosevelt’s
first appointment to the Court, and was

seated during a time of intense political
conflict, most of these notes were filed in
otherwise unanimous and mundane cases.
In Calmar Steamship v. Taylor, for exam-
ple, Justice Black noted dissent to an
otherwise unanimous opinion holding that
a ship owner does not have an indefinite
obligation to provide post-voyage medical
care for treatment of an employee’s incur-
able disease that manifested itself while
aboard the ship during the scope of
employment but was not caused by the
owner’s negligence.95

Increased productivity of noted concur-
rences and dissents by Justice McReynolds is
the second major factor contributing to the
initiation of the third wave of noted disagree-
ment. Known for his combative personality
and laziness,96 McReynolds regularly noted
disagreement throughout his career. Begin-
ning with cases decided in 1938, however,
there was a noticeable uptick. As was the
norm, many of the cases in which McRey-
nolds noted disagreement during this period
were of the mundane variety. In Guarantee
Trust v. IRS, for example, the Court held that
an executor for a deceased member of a
corporate partnership owed taxable income
for the year of his death on corporate profits
obtained prior to the firm’s fiscal year ending
on July 31 and between August 1 and the date
of death, rather than just owing on the
former.97 Justices McReynolds and Roberts
noted dissent.

Although most instances of noted dis-
agreement during this period were in com-
paratively unimportant cases, there were
exceptions. Justice Butler noted dissent in
Palko v. Connecticut, where Justice Benja-
min Cardozo wrote for the Court in holding
that the Fourteenth Amendment’s due pro-
cess clause incorporated the Fifth Amend-
ment’s double jeopardy clause because the
latter was “implicit in the concept of ordered
liberty.”98 And when Justice Frankfurter
wrote the Court’s opinion in Minersville
School District v. Gobitis holding that a
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public school’s policy of requiring students
and teachers to recite the Pledge of Alle-
giance did not run afoul of the First
Amendment,99 Justice McReynolds noted
concurrence.100

C. The Modern Era, 1941-present

While pinpointing a precise beginning to
the modern era of noting disagreement is
somewhat arbitrary, two junctures are worth
special recognition. The first is the explosion
of separate opinion writing that took place
during the middle of the twentieth century.
Scholars have proffered an array of explan-
ations for the increase in separate opinions,
including alterations to the Court’s jurisdic-
tion, evolving institutional norms, personnel
changes, and leadership styles. One popular
theory is that Chief Justice Stone was “an
ineffective leader”101 who precipitated the
increase in separate opinion writing with the
way he managed Conference and eschewed
manufactured consensus. Indeed, a Bayesian
change point analysis of separate opinion-
writing found 1941—the year Stone became
Chief Justice—to mark an important struc-
tural break in the production of dissents.102

We need not take a position in the
broader debate over what caused the explo-
sion of separate opinion writing to identify
1941 as a plausible beginning to the period
that would mark the eventual demise of
noting disagreement. As a general matter, it is
reasonable to expect the increase in separate
opinion writing to be associated with a
decrease in the extent to which Justices
settled for noting concurrence or dissent. It is
important to emphasize, however, that the
demise of concurring and dissenting without
opinion was gradual. Indeed, while aggregate
trends indicate that instances of noted
disagreement declined around the time that
the 1925 Judges’ Bill eliminated much of the
Court’s mandatory jurisdiction, there was a
subsequent spike in use of this practice after
Stone’s ascension to Chief Justice marked a
stark increase in the number of written

concurrences and dissents being produced.
In 1945, for example, the number of cases
with noted concurrences or dissents was
second only to the 1903 peak. The simulta-
neous regular use of noted and written
concurrences and dissents can be explained
by thinking of these tools as variations of
disagreement. Just as a variety of factors are
thought to have led to the explosion of
separate opinion writing, these same factors
may have led Justices to note disagreement
rather than silently acquiesce in cases not
considered important enough to warrant a
separate written opinion.

With the burdens of a primarily manda-
tory docket lifted, the cases fostering noted
disagreement during this period tend to
resemble the types of cases decided by the
modern Court. Nonetheless, the norm of
reserving mere notations of disagreement for
narrow decisions persisted. In United States
v. Townsley, for example, the Court held that
government workers in the Panama Canal
Zone who were paid a fixed monthly rate
were nonetheless entitled to overtime pay
when working in excess of forty hours per
week under the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act.103 Although no separate opinion
was written regarding this narrow issue of
statutory construction, Justice Frank Murphy
noted concurrence while Chief Justice Stone
and Justices Robert H. Jackson and Wiley
Rutledge noted dissent. A similarly narrow
issue of statutory construction prompted a
noted dissent from Justice Black inMcKenzie
v. Irving Trust, where the Court held that a
debtor’s payment mailed to a creditor more
than four months before bankruptcy, but
received and processed less than four months
before bankruptcy, could not be recovered by
the debtor’s trustee under the Bankruptcy
Act, which effectively negated transfers made
within a four-month window to avoid favor-
ing certain creditors.104

Justices also continued noting dissent in
constitutional cases during the early years of
the modern era, though none were important
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or far reaching enough to become a part of the
canon. This is not to suggest that the
underlying issues were unimportant, how-
ever, only that the particular cases were often
not noteworthy precedents meant to be
central in guiding lower court decision-
making. The Court’s decision in Adkins v.
Texas is illustrative.105 In Adkins, the Court
rejected a black criminal defendant’s claim
that the state’s concerted effort to limit the
number of black grand jurors to one violated
the Fourteenth Amendment’s equal protec-
tion clause. Justice Murphy wrote an impas-
sioned dissent arguing that the decision

“tarnishes the fact that we of this nation are
one people undivided in ability or freedom by
differences in race, color or creed.”106 In
addition, Justice Rutledge noted concurrence
while Chief Justice Stone and Justice Black
noted dissent. Notwithstanding the obvious
general importance of the underlying issue,
the Court’s relatively narrow decision in
Adkins distinguished it from more canonical
cases in the area such as Strauder v. West
Virginia,107 Norris v. Alabama,108 and Bat-
son v. Kentucky.109

This period also generated more active
criticism of Justices who were content to

Hugo L. Black (pictured above with his wife, Josephine) is the Justice who noted most frequently. For cases

decided in 1938 alone, the year he joined the Court, Black registered ten noted concurrences or dissents.

Although Black was seated during a time of intense political conflict, most of these notes were filed in

otherwise unanimous and mundane cases.
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merely note disagreement, particularly by
Justice Frankfurter. InNiemotko v. Maryland,
the Court overturned the convictions of
members of a Jehovah’s Witness group for
disorderly conduct after holding Bible talks in
a public park despite a request for permission
being denied by the city.110 Although the
judgment was unanimous, Justice Black
noted concurrence in the result. While Justice
Frankfurter also concurred in the result, he
wrote what one commentator referred to as a
“classic” opinion on the importance of
balancing interests in free speech cases.111

At the start of the opinion, Frankfurter
included a thinly veiled criticism of Black
(and possibly others who may have silently
acquiesced in the majority opinion): “When
the way a result is reached may be important
to results hereafter to be reached, law is best
respected by individual expression of
opinion.”112

In Larson v. Domestic and Foreign
Commerce Corp., the Court held that sover-
eign immunity barred the award of an
injunction prohibiting the head of the War
Assets Administration from selling or deliv-
ering surplus coal to a second purchaser
allegedly in violation of a contract entered
into by the federal agency with the plain-
tiff.113 Justice Douglas issued a one-para-
graph concurrence explaining that he agreed
with the Court’s position on sovereign
immunity when the question involved sale
of government property.114 Justice Rutledge
noted concurrence and Justice Jackson noted
dissent. In a written dissent, Justice Frank-
furter, joined by Justice Burton, emphasized
the potential harms of narrow “[c]ase-by-case
adjudication” in which “judicial preoccupa-
tion with the claims of the immediate leads to
a succession of ad hoc determinationsmaking
for eventual confusion and conflict.”115

Before going on to discuss the issue pre-
sented, Frankfurter indicated his disapproval
of the Justices noting disagreement when he
wrote: “The case before us presents one of
those problems for the rational solution of

which it becomes necessary, as a matter of
judicial self-respect, to take soundings in
order to know where we are and whither we
are going.”116

The start of the Burger Court marks the
second significant junction of special note for
defining the modern era of noting disagree-
ment. After a noticeable drop in the use of this
practice during the Warren Court, two
institutional changes made during the Burger
Court era have been specifically tied to the
decline of noting disagreement. First, the norm
of having the senior Justice in the minority
coalition assign the dissenting opinion was
institutionalized during the Burger Court.117

Prior to this innovation, there were sporadic
attempts at coordination among members of a
minority coalition but no accepted norm that a
particular Justice would or should bear the
burden of ensuring that a minority position be
explained in writing.118 By reducing coordi-
nation costs, this institutional change has been
said to be associated with “[t]he abrupt end of
the practice of notation (dissenting without
opinion) at the beginning of the Burger
Court.”119

A second potentially important institu-
tional change that took place during the
Burger Court that may have dampened
willingness to note disagreement was the
introduction of a syllabus to each opinion in
1971. The syllabus now affixed to Supreme
Court opinions clearly states each Justice’s
vote and the portions of any particular
opinion a Justice joins. Prior to the intro-
duction of the syllabus, voting coalitions
were sometimes ambiguous. Corley et al.
have suggested that “[t]he addition of a
syllabus . . . made each justice publicly
responsible for his or her votes.”120 As a
result, this institutional change might have
“led to the death of acquiescence and
notation”121 to the extent that prominent
focus was placed on each Justice’s behavior
in any given case.

Although previously published evidence
suggests that the practice of noting
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disagreement survived through the Burger
Court, instances of noted concurrence be-
came more common than instances of noted
dissent.122 As with prior practice, however,
instances of noting tended to occur in
relatively unimportant cases. In Oil Workers
v. Mobil Oil Corp., for example, the Court
held that federal law allowing states to
prohibit agency shops did not permit them
to “void an agency-shop agreement covering
unlicensed seamen who, while hired in Texas
and having a number of other contacts with
the State, spend the vast majority of their
working hours on the high seas.”123 Although
three other Justices wrote separate opinions,
Chief Justice Burger merely had it noted that
he concurred in the judgment.

While noted disagreement had always
been uncommon in consequential constitu-
tional cases, the Burger Court included what
may have been the last notations in impor-
tant and publicly visible opinions. Chief
Justice Burger noted dissent in Carey v.
Population Services International, where
the Court invalidated various provisions of a
state law dealing with the regulation and
distribution of contraception.124 There were
also instances of noted disagreement in
several First Amendment cases. For exam-
ple, Justice Harry Blackmun noted concur-
rence in New York v. Ferber, where the
Court upheld a state law prohibiting the
promotion of sexual performances by chil-
dren under sixteen. Justice Blackmun also
noted concurrence in Bethel School District
v. Fraser, where the Court held that a high
school student’s allegedly lewd speech at an
assembly of the student body was not
protected speech.

Instances of noted disagreement became
exceedingly rare beginning with the Rehn-
quist Court, and are almost unheard of on the
contemporary Court in cases disposed of after
oral argument. Indeed, in the last decade of
our sample period we uncovered only one
instance of a noted concurrence or dissent in
an orally agued case, and that was an unusual

case. In Los Angeles County Flood Control
District v. Natural Resources Defense Coun-
cil, the Court reversed the Ninth Circuit and
held that water flowing from one part of a
navigable river into a concrete channel, then
back into the river, does not constitute
“discharge of a pollutant” under the Clean
Water Act.125 What made the case unusual
was that the petitioner, respondent, and U.S.
as amicus all agreed with the Court’s answer
to the question presented; they disagreed,
however, on what that result meant for the
parties to the case—a question that by itself
would likely not have warranted review.126 In
this unusual posture, Justice Samuel Alito
noted concurrence.127

In addition to the importance of previ-
ously discussed changes to institutional
norms during the Burger Court, several
factors may have helped contribute to the
demise of noting disagreement in the modern
era. Gradual membership turnover is one
important factor. Although Justices Black and
Douglas were the only two of the top-twenty
noting Justices in the Court’s history to serve
as late as the Burger Court, gradual turnover
means that varying degrees of exposure to the
practice persisted as a plausible outcome at
least in relatively unimportant cases well past
the point that changes to formal institutional
norms might have otherwise eradicated it.
Even after Justices Black and Douglas were
replaced, for example, most of the remaining
Justices would have seen the practice utilized
andmay have noted disagreement themselves
on occasion. Over time, however, this became
less true and the practice may have increas-
ingly been considered inappropriate.

A sentiment expressed by Justice
Brennan toward the end of his career helps
capture what was likely to have been a slow-
emerging consensus in favor of explaining
the nature of one’s disagreement rather than
noting. Not long after joining the Court in
1956, Brennan joined Chief Justice Warren
and Justices Black and Douglas in noting
dissent in Thomas v. Arizona, where the Court
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upheld the conviction of a defendant who
alleged that a confession introduced at trial
had been unconstitutionally coerced by fear
of lynching.128 More than twenty-five years
later, Brennan wrote a “defense of dissents”
that carved out room for silent acquiescence
in light of “trivial disagreements” but argued
that “members of the Court [otherwise] have
a responsibility” to articulate the reasons for
disagreement.129 He concluded with a state-
ment that questioned the continuing institu-
tional validity of noting disagreement: “This
is why, when I dissent, I always say why I am
doing so. Simply to say, ‘I dissent,’ I will not
do. I elevate this responsibility to an obliga-
tion because in our legal system judges have
no power to declare law.”130 This sentiment
expresses the now common sense, as Justice
Scalia once put it, that “legal opinions are
important for the reasons they give, not the
results they announce.”131 To the extent that
these positions are now widely accepted, it
may be that noting disagreement is no longer
considered a legitimate practice for Supreme
Court Justices.

More practically, caseload changes may
help explain the demise of noted disagree-
ments. In O.T. 2014, the Supreme Court
delivered formal opinions in seventy-four
cases.132 In contrast, the Court averaged
about 177 opinions per term during the
1940s.133 With a high caseload, noting
disagreement may be considered a valuable
compromise position between silently ac-
quiescing and writing separately. As Justice
Ginsburg once explained, “In collegial
courts, one gets no writing credit for
dissenting or concurring opinions; however
consuming the preparation of a separate
opinion may be, the judge must still carry a
full load of opinions for the court.”134 To
keep up with other writing assignments,
merely noting disagreement might some-
times seem to be the preferable course. But
this argument loses much of its luster when
comparatively few opinions are being
written in any event. When the number of

total cases is low, Justices can devote more
time to separate opinions.

IV. Conclusion

The practice of noting disagreement has
largely been considered an unusual relic of
Supreme Court practice long ago discarded or
an idiosyncratic behavior perpetuated by a
relatively small number of Justices. By
manually reviewing every Supreme Court
opinion from 1791-2014 and systematically
coding instances of Justices concurring or
dissenting without opinion, we have recov-
ered the lost history of this institutional
practice. Contrary to the conventional wis-
dom, we have shown that Justices began
noting disagreement in the early nineteenth
century and continued doing so regularly into
the last quarter of the twentieth century.
Moreover, we demonstrate that this practice
was widespread among Justices.

Although precise explanations for par-
ticular instances of noted disagreement are
difficult to identify by definition, case
narratives support the conventional under-
standing that the practice was primarily
reserved for unimportant issues. Ultimately,
the gradual demise of Justices merely noting
their disagreement may have been precipi-
tated by formal institutional changes in areas
such as jurisdiction and opinion assignment
along with a decreasing caseload and
shifting norms about the importance of
being transparent with respect to reasoning.
While noted disagreement appears to have
all but vanished from the modern Court, at
least for orally argued cases, it was an
important and pervasive practice that served
an intermediate function between silently
acquiescing to majority positions, as was
common in the Court’s early years, and
emergence of a strong norm in favor of
writing separately that emerged during the
middle of the twentieth century. As such, it
is an important institutional tool that offers a
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window into the complexities of Supreme
Court practice and institutional change.
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